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Executive Summary

The research and debates about the relationship among local food environments, purchasing and eating behaviors, and health outcomes have rarely explored the other important benefits associated with healthy food retail: New grocery stores, corner stores, farmers’ markets, and other food retailers can generate a significant economic stimulus for communities in general and for communities of color and low income communities in particular. This white paper has culled select examples and evidence to illustrate the importance of considering the actual and projected economic impacts of healthy food retail. Given the massive degree of innovation underway in at least eight broad categories of food policy, the next several years will provide an unprecedented opportunity to determine what is working, and analyze the economic changes that arise from these new trends and strategies. This paper therefore seeks to encourage researchers and policymakers to consider the economic aspects of improving access to healthy food, in addition to the health impacts, which have been the traditional area of study. The paper does not present an exhaustive economic analysis of all models for improving healthy food access. For example, mobile markets are among the emerging strategies not covered in this analysis that should be considered as researchers and advocates continue to bolster the evidence base for economic impacts of healthy food access. This paper examines the following types of innovations in food retailing, distribution, and production:

- **Financing incentives for new or upgraded full-service grocery stores.** Grocery stores can serve as significant local economic drivers by generating tax revenues, creating jobs, improving housing values, and acting as anchors for further commercial revitalization. The Pennsylvania Fresh Food Financing Initiative has spurred a new wave of similar financing strategies to help expand and attract grocery stores to underserved communities.

- **Corner store and bodega conversions.** Many neighborhoods do not have access to full-service grocery stores, and not all communities are able to support them. In these situations, corner stores or bodegas often serve as the primary source of food retail. Corner store conversions have met with mixed results, but healthy corner stores can be profitable when owners are motivated and the appropriate assistance is provided to decrease barriers to stocking healthy choices and drive consumer demand.

- **Campaigns to promote buying local food.** Buy-local campaigns can be utilized to increase sales of local produce, meat, and dairy products. From a macro perspective, these shifts in purchasing preferences may represent substitutions rather than net economic gains, but small towns, rural communities, and smaller local farmers and ranchers do especially tend to benefit economically from increased local purchasing.

- **Urban agriculture.** Across the nation, the practice of urban farming has been reemerging as a strategy for improving food access and stimulating economic revitalization in underserved neighborhoods. Urban agriculture enterprises that couple packaging and processing operations with cultivation are typically able to create a considerable number of jobs; and those projects that offer basic job training skills can serve as a strategy for bringing some of the hardest-to-employ groups into the labor force.

- **Community gardens.** Typically smaller operations than urban agriculture initiatives, community gardens offer a relatively easy-entry model for improving healthy food access and generating economic and community development. Community gardens tend to yield a high return-on-investments—estimated at a one to six ratio of dollars invested to value of produce raised—and are estimated to generate revenues of up to $90,000 per acre.\(^1\)

- **Farmers’ markets.** In recent years, farmers’ markets have been growing in popularity nationwide. In addition to offering fresh local foods and goods, markets often stimulate local entrepreneurship and can serve as vibrant community gathering places that foster social cohesion. A number of markets across the country have also begun accepting federal nutrition assistance benefits and have created incentive programs to leverage these funds and increase the purchasing power of low-income consumers.

- **Federal nutrition assistance programs.** The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) and the Special Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program for Women Infants and Children (WIC) are two federal
programs that are designed to help low-income families meet their nutrition needs. The redemption of SNAP and WIC benefits in local stores and markets provides an economic stimulus that impacts the broader community by generating jobs and additional spending.

- **Regional models such as food hubs.** Food hubs are emerging as a potential key strategy for maintaining the economic viability of small to medium local farms by providing centralized coordination of supply-chain logistics. As such a new tactic, full-scale economic impact is difficult to summarize, as the impact of each hub varies depending on size, scope, geography, and other independent factors. However, early indications suggest that food hubs can serve as important local and regional economic stimulants.

As a result of this analysis, the following recommendations have been identified as opportunities to better understand, promote, and advance the economic benefits of improved healthy food retail:

- Broaden research about healthy food access to include economic benefits in addition to nutritional improvements.
- Document and evaluate the implementation of the Healthy Food Financing Initiative and similar models at federal, state, and municipal levels.
- Track economic impacts of SNAP and WIC benefit redemption.
- Expand and document outcomes of initiatives that increase the spending power of low-income consumers to purchase healthy foods.
- Learn from and replicate programs that provide job skills training and leadership development.
- Encourage greater collaboration among local entities in understanding the possibilities of innovative food retail models to serve as economic development strategies.
- Further explore savings generated by local food production as it relates to transportation costs.
Introduction

Improving access to healthy food in low-income communities and communities of color in both rural and urban settings goes beyond improving diet and health outcomes—bringing new food outlets into underserved areas can also provide an economic stimulus in communities that may need it most. Grocery stores often serve as anchors that spur local economic development by creating new jobs, revitalizing commercial districts, improving nearby housing values, and generating additional tax revenues.\(^2\) Local healthy food retail outlets also serve to capture local consumers’ dollars that may otherwise be spent outside of the neighborhood or small town; and at a larger geographic scale, the increased distribution of local healthy food can be a significant positive influence on regional economies. A number of real-world examples support this concept; at the level of a state, in Iowa, a 10 percent increase in fruit and vegetable purchases from local sources would translate to over 4,000 new jobs, $112 million in income, and $302 million in new industrial output.\(^3\) While not all improvements in healthy food retail result in such significant economic gains, neither is this scenario an anomaly—many other similarly promising examples are shared throughout this paper.

A period of widespread innovation, if not disruption of the conventional forms of food retailing, offers an opportunity to gather and assess evidence about the economic impacts of newly emerging models. The traditional supermarket sector is being challenged by competition from different types of grocery retailers, from chains of specialty stores to big box discounters.\(^4\) Underserved neighborhoods have been passed over for decades by “mainstream” supermarket chains.\(^5\) Barriers to entry such as: higher urban land, labor, and utility costs, more stringent development regulations, fewer opportunities for financing, scarcity of sites that accommodate standard big-box store sizes, low profit margins on perishable food items, depopulation of urban city cores, high crime rates, and general stereotypical assumptions about income, race, and neighborhood reputation have historically dissuaded grocery store operators from locating in low-income communities and neighborhoods of color, especially in urban areas.\(^6,7\) However, the trends may be starting to shift, as grocery store and other kinds of healthy food outlets appear to be reentering previously disinvested communities, perhaps in response to healthy food financing policy initiatives; but also due to the fact that retailers have begun reexamining underserved communities as a means for continuing corporate growth in the face of the saturation of suburban communities, and as they notice the success of other retailers in these markets.\(^8\) Additionally, the movement toward local production, distribution, and consumption is creating a diverse array of new ways by which families are shopping for food.\(^9\) While significant progress is being made, there is still much to be done to get to a scale in which regional food systems ensure access in every community. All of these trends and changes are generating different kinds of local economic impacts, and there is a need to better document and understand them, incorporate their assessments into our understanding of economic impact, and ultimately refine future investments in the food environment.

This white paper delves into the connection between improved healthy food access and resulting economic and community development. The purpose is two-fold—to encourage researchers to include assessment of economic outcomes in their healthy food access research agenda; and to provide an evidence base to support decision makers in advancing policies to improve healthy food access in their jurisdictions. Most obviously, economic benefits include jobs and tax revenues, but the full extent of the added values is much broader—including attraction of other businesses and services to underserved areas, increased home values, and reinvestment of profits and in-kind support in the community. While grocery store attraction is an especially promising strategy, this paper also explores the impact of other models of healthy food retail on economic development. Additionally, this discussion will touch upon the implications of the expansion of local food access for regional development patterns and transportation systems, and conclude by parsing the important research questions triggered by the new trends in local and regional food systems.
Examples from the Field

For more than two decades, researchers have been building the body of evidence to support the connections between access to healthy food and decreased obesity rates and other diet-related diseases. The general trend of the accumulated evidence is that having easier, practical affordable options for purchasing healthy food makes a positive impact on purchasing and eating behaviors over time. The causal chain between retail food access and health outcomes is complex, and does not lend itself well to a single analysis which can account for every step in the relationship and every factor that influences obesity and other food-related chronic health problems. However, evidence continues to suggest a connection among access, eating habits, and obesity rates. In addition, many researchers who had identified and analyzed “food deserts” and their effect on community health have begun to clarify that access is more multifaceted than simply the presence or absence of a store, and to empirically reinforce the various ways in which the lack of practical access is a serious problem worthy of public action. For the time being, at least, philanthropic, state, and federal healthy food financing initiatives are taking unprecedented steps forward, accumulating and distributing loans and grants to renovate existing and create new outlets in underserved communities.

Grocery Stores

Even during times of economic downturn, and even when its established business models are threatened on many fronts, the grocery store industry is huge—reporting sales exceeding $540 billion in 2011, employing over two million people on a payroll of more than $50 billion across the United States. It is estimated that 24 new jobs are created for every 10,000 square feet of retail grocery space. Given that the average supermarket ranges from 20,000 to 50,000 square feet in size, one new store could generate between 48 and 120 new jobs. The economic benefits of a grocery store situated in a community are not limited to jobs and income. Home values also improve with improved accessibility to neighborhood retail—including grocery and other food retail outlets. For example, in Philadelphia, home values near new grocery stores have seen a four to seven percent increase in value. Other economic impacts of healthy food retail development include preventing leakage of local dollars (which refers to the amount of dollars that flow out of one local economy into another) and creating induced effects (which describe how the economic activities of one industry are linked to other industries within the local economy). The total economic impact of a particular sector is the sum of its direct, indirect, and induced effects, and the ratio between the total economic and direct impact is described in terms of a multiplier. Grocery stores generate direct effects on the economy through the activities related to operation, management, packaging, and shipping. Indirect impacts occur when these activities require purchases of goods and services such as building materials from local or regional suppliers; induced impacts occur when workers involved in direct and indirect activities spend their wages in the local economy.

Grocery stores are not limited to serving as economic drivers in urban communities. In fact, they may be even more substantial as anchors in rural communities, contributing significantly through local taxes, charitable giving, direct employment, and the local multiplier effect. For example, the local grocery store in Onaga, Kansas, was the anchor of the town’s business district until it burned down in 2010. After the loss, residents had to drive over 25 miles to the nearest grocery store, and other local businesses such as the hardware store and pharmacy began to suffer as people started doing all of their shopping in the towns where they were purchasing their groceries. The Onaga City Council recognized the importance of a local grocery store to the
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* The Grocery Gap is a research report providing a detailed discussion and review of over 130 studies on access to healthy food.
overall vitality of the town, and aggressively pursued operating and financing options to open a new store—even directly providing $375,000 toward the project.37

One of the most successful and widely known grocery store attraction strategies is the Pennsylvania Fresh Food Financing Initiative, and its record provides the most detailed accounting of impacts.38 Launched in 2004, this public-private partnership has helped develop or improve 88 supermarkets and fresh food outlets in underserved rural and urban areas throughout the state, creating or retaining over 5,000 jobs in those communities. A single store in Philadelphia also generated a $540,000 increase in local tax revenue. The program as a whole has improved healthy food access for more than 400,000 Pennsylvania residents. Making this happen required just $30 million in state seed money. The state funds have thus far been leveraged into projects totaling over $190 million.39 The program continues to dramatically improve access to healthy food statewide, while also driving meaningful, long-term economic development.

The Pennsylvania model has taken hold across the country—garnering bipartisan political champions as well as support from the grocery industry, and sparking similar models in other states as well as at the national level in the form of the federal Healthy Food Financing Initiative (HFFI), and other efforts to improve access to healthy food.40 A core tenet of HFFI programs is the one-time infusion of support, with the need for the project to prove its long-term sustainability in order to be eligible. This support at the national level comes out of three agencies—the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Treasury, and the Department of Agriculture (USDA). Millions of dollars in federal funding flow from these agencies into communities—primarily in the form of loans, grants, and New Market Tax Credits (NMTC)—via Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs) and Community Development Corporations (CDCs). Private entities are eligible for NMTCs as well as some of the USDA resources available through this initiative. Farmers’ markets, which are included in the USDA approach, can also be funded through government agencies.41 The national program has a similar commitment to public-private partnership arrangements as the Pennsylvania model and relies on agency funding to be leveraged with private dollars. USDA and HHS are relatively prescriptive about how funding may be used, while Treasury allows CDFIs the ability to be more flexible and identify multiple uses for the funds. In all cases, though, the projects that are funded are designed to serve the dual purpose of facilitating access to healthy food options as well as creating jobs and business development opportunities, particularly in low-income communities.42

At the state level, the California FreshWorks Fund is an innovative twist on the original Pennsylvania model.43 While the state has passed legislation codifying a California Healthy Food Financing Initiative, the fund was developed as a public-private partnership between philanthropy and the private sector. The fund has currently raised $264 million to invest in healthy food retail opportunities in underserved communities through low-interest loans, equity investments, and grants. In addition to Pennsylvania and California, healthy food financing models are beginning to take hold in a number of other states and cities across the country.44 A recent report written for the U.S. Treasury Department by The Reinvestment Fund and the Opportunity Finance Network identified 1,519 communities across the country where supermarkets do not exist today, and where the unmet demand within the community is large enough to support a full-service grocery store.45 The existence of these untapped markets, coupled with these new incentive programs, provides an environment ripe for expanding healthy food retail through grocery store development.

The figures cited above do not include the jobs and economic stimulus related to the construction or renovation of grocery stores. For example, in Vermont, the food industry has directly created 13,780 jobs in the state and generated $3 billion in state economic activity.46 Between direct and induced impacts—which include construction—Vermont’s food industry is responsible for about 15 percent of the state’s overall economy.47 In 2011, 95 construction jobs in Vermont were tied to the food industry, generating nearly $4 million in wages and over $9 million in overall economic impact. Based on Vermont’s share of the U.S.
population, and assuming similar economic activity and development across the country, it can be projected that approximately 47,500 construction jobs in 2011 were directly tied to the food industry.

Many full-service grocery stores—both locally owned and operated and national or regional chains—often spur community development through local giving programs as well. For example, the community and economic development generated by the local New Seasons Market chain in Portland, Oregon, does not end with the over 2,300 local jobs created since 2000. The stores have donated over 1,040 tons of food to Oregon Food Bank–approved organizations, contributed 10 percent of after-tax profits back to local nonprofits each year, and volunteered more than 360 hours of local community service, not to mention their internal policies to promote environmental sustainability, including composting, recycling, and using alternative energy sources. The New Seasons Market chain is an especially good example of spurring local economic development throughout the food system, as they give priority to local farmers—sourcing a third of their products from the “Home Grown” region of Oregon, Washington, and Northern California. And the regional grocery chain engages in all of these activities while continuing to grow and expand their business operations.

**Corner Stores and Bodegas**

Building a new full-service grocery store is not always the best or most feasible option for enhancing healthy food retail. Improving or expanding existing smaller retail operations—such as corner stores and bodegas—are viable strategies that also offer economic stimulus. In many urban neighborhoods and small towns, corner convenience stores or bodegas are the only nearby retail outlets where families can purchase food to be prepared at home. For low-income people living in food deserts, these stores may serve as the primary places for redeeming federal food assistance program benefits.

Although corner stores and bodegas certainly occupy less physical space and offer less product diversity than full-service grocery stores, particularly fresh fruits and vegetables, they still represent a significant economic force in the marketplace. When paired with the broader convenience store sector—including national chains, such as 7-Eleven—it is an over $680 billion industry with an estimated 148,126 stores nationwide. While the national brands are more recognizable, “mom-and-pop” style operations actually dominate—accounting for nearly 63 percent of stores; and the largest growth rate is occurring among single-store operated retailers. Admittedly, motor fuel sales account for the majority of convenience store revenues, but “food service” sales (including prepared and packaged foods and beverages) are becoming an increasing priority for many stores—on the average comprising more than a $250 million in sales nationwide.

Full-service grocery stores are often preferred over corner stores and bodegas as the place to shop for healthy food; but some neighborhoods and especially rural communities lack full-service grocery stores. While innovative steps are being taken to address the barriers to attracting larger stores to low-income communities, the challenges are still great. In communities where corner and convenience stores and bodegas are the only food retailers, improving access to healthy food offerings can have a significant economic (and potential health) impact. Stores can make money selling healthy foods. Profit margins on dairy, bread, meat, and fresh produce can range from 25 to 50 percent and can be more than 100 percent for prepared healthy choices like pre-cut fruit or salads. When corner stores stock and sell fresh healthy food successfully, it creates a win-win situation for store owners (who can increase profits) and residents (who have better access to healthy choices); but results for healthy corner store initiatives vary greatly, and rely heavily on owner motivation and consumer shopping patterns and preferences. Local policy can play a role in increasing the odds of success for healthy corner stores. Through zoning ordinances, tax incentives, and targeted financial or technical assistance, cities can support corner store and bodega owners in efforts to improve the offerings of healthy foods and beverages in their stores.
In 2006, the New York City Health Department launched the Healthy Bodegas Initiatives. Targeted in New York neighborhoods with the highest rates of poverty and chronic disease (South Bronx, North and Central Brooklyn, and East and Central Harlem), the goal was to improve access to and demand for healthy foods in these underserved communities. Part of the reason for targeting bodegas was because they comprised a large proportion of the food stores in these areas (more than 80 percent in Brooklyn) but offered relatively few healthy options. For example, leafy green vegetables could only be found in 2 to 4 percent of bodegas in Harlem. The initiative has implemented five campaigns or programs at the participating stores: Mooove to 1% Milk, Move to Fresh Fruits and Vegetables, Star Bodegas, Adopt—a-Bodega, and Farm-to-Bodega—all of which have met with relatively positive results. The 1% Milk campaign started with 15 bodegas and expanded to over 1,000, with 45 percent of stores reporting an increase in low-fat milk sales and 70 percent reporting an increase in demand for low-fat milk. Similarly, with the Move to Fresh Fruits and Vegetables campaign, 32 and 26 percent of stores respectively reported increased sales of fruits and vegetables. Among the initial 55 bodegas that met the Star Bodega standards, 78 percent reported increased sales of healthier foods.

**Buying Food Locally**

When residents shop for produce, whole grains, dairy, and other healthy options closer to home instead of traveling outside of the community for these items dollars that would otherwise be spent elsewhere are captured locally. Many food retailers have successfully utilized “buy local” campaigns to increase sales of local produce, meat, and dairy products and capture local dollars within the community. For example, Iowa State University research showed that if that region’s consumers ate five locally-grown fruits and vegetables each day for only the three months when those fruits and vegetables are in season, it would create $6.3 million in labor income, and 475 new jobs within the locale. These campaigns can take two forms (or a combination of both)—purchasing locally grown and raised produce, meat, or dairy products; and/or shopping at local retailers. Since stocking healthy items from major distributors may be impractical for smaller stores (due to minimum purchase requirements), sourcing these products from local farmers who can accommodate smaller orders presents a more viable option for corner stores and other small retailers including local restaurants, while also increasing revenues for local farmers—up to 82 cents on the dollar that would otherwise go to middlemen in the distribution chain. In fact, the local food industry commands substantial local revenue generating power—upward of $4.8 billion.

Even if the healthy products sold in small local stores aren’t sourced locally, purchasing from these stores still creates local economic stimulus. In Howard, South Dakota, a broad-reaching buy-local campaign (which included all local retailers, not just food outlets) resulted in an overwhelming increase in local retail sales. Between 1960 and 1999, Howard, South Dakota, lost nearly 100 local businesses. Supported by $150,000 from the Program for Rural School and Community Renewal at South Dakota State University (funding provided by the Annenberg Rural Challenge), teachers and students at Howard High began a “community cash flow study” in order to better understand the local distress. They learned that local residents were frequently traveling 30 miles away to do their shopping; but when money was spent locally, it changed hands in town eight times. Students started asking residents if they could spend just 10 percent more at home, as well as working with local businesses to improve customer services. After just the first year of their efforts, local retail sales increased 41 percent. This impressive turnaround prompted extended efforts to further bolster community revitalization—ultimately leading to a 10- year redevelopment plan that garnered federal accolades for smart growth and sustainability.

**Urban Agriculture**

Farming inside city limits is not a new concept, but a vibrant movement across the country is revitalizing this age-old practice—improving both the health and economic vitality of communities. Urban farms that package
and process foods in addition to cultivating them are typically able to create a considerable number of jobs; and many urban agriculture projects also provide basic job skills training—a particularly important strategy for bringing some of the hardest-to-employ groups, including the formerly incarcerated, into the labor force. Communities of color are significantly affected by the loss of economic productivity associated with disproportionate incarceration rates—especially boys and men of color. In some states, the estimated lost economic productivity due to incarceration within the African American community can exceed one billion dollars. Urban agriculture—as a strategy to prevent recidivism—therefore contributes to economic development specifically in communities most impacted by high rates of incarceration. Certainly urban agriculture should not be viewed as the panacea of reentry strategies, and not all operations even include this type of focus; but some initiatives have been able to target their programs to specifically assist people who are at an even greater disadvantage in securing employment.

Growing Home in Chicago has trained approximately 150 formerly incarcerated individuals on its farms in and around the city since the program began in 2002. As of 2010, according to the organization, 59 percent of its participants had been homeless and 76 percent had previously been incarcerated. Of those who had been incarcerated, 95 percent did not return to jail, compared to the average recidivism rate in Illinois of 50 percent. Ninety percent of Growing Home’s formerly incarcerated or homeless participants successfully rent their own apartments or find stable housing, and over two-thirds secure either full-time jobs or further job training after graduating.

Additionally, the savings urban farming families generate by nearly fully supplementing their own produce needs are more substantial than might first be assumed. A recent Michigan State University study indicated that the combination of a variety of urban agriculture strategies could supply local residents with more than 75 percent of their vegetables and over 40 percent of their fruits. Other community benefits from urban agriculture that may not be as readily apparent include cityscape improvements such as providing safe and attractive open spaces available for community gatherings, and recycling organic waste into compost—hence diverting food waste from local retail, restaurants, and residents away from landfills. Some specific examples from the field highlight especially promising urban agriculture initiatives.

One such initiative that is currently under development in Cleveland, Ohio, is Green City Growers Cooperative—which will include a five-acre hydroponic greenhouse growing leafy greens and herbs that will be sold to grocery stores, institutions, and wholesale produce businesses. Green City Growers expects to provide 35–40 long-term, living-wage jobs for low-income residents living in the surrounding area; and as a social enterprise, it will allow workers to become owners, building about $65,000 in capital accounts over eight years, in addition to good wages and affordable benefits. Green City Growers was able to finance its start-up partially through Brownfields Economic Development Initiative (BEDI) grants through the U.S. Office of Housing and Urban Development. BEDI grant funds are primarily intended to support the redevelopment of brownfields sites in economic development projects with the goal of increasing economic opportunities for low- and moderate-income persons as part of the creation or retention of businesses, jobs, and increases in the local tax base. Although Green City Growers is still in the developmental phase, it is an effort of the Evergreen Co-operative Initiative—an endeavor aimed at closing the wealth gap by creating green, for-profit businesses that local residents own and operate—which has already demonstrated success through two other co-operatives it recently launched (the Evergreen Co-operative Laundry and Ohio Solar Co-operative). More about Green City Growers and other examples from the field can be found in the PolicyLink report, Growing Urban Agriculture: Equitable Strategies and Policies for Improving Access to Healthy Food and Revitalizing Communities.
Community Gardens

Community gardens are a popular, high return-on-investment facet of urban agriculture. Ranging from small individual plots to small or medium school or neighborhood gardens, these gardens can grow produce for individual consumption or for market. Community gardens can serve as catalysts for entrepreneurship and community development—they require relatively low start-up costs yet generate economic opportunities in the form of income supplements, reduced family food costs, and revitalized neighborhoods. Some cities have hundreds of community gardens, allowing residents to both increase earnings and decrease expenses by growing produce for sale and personal consumption—which effectively multiplies the fiscal benefits because residents have increased discretionary income to inject into the local economy.

Community gardens can transform vacant lots into significant economic generators—urban-market gardeners in Philadelphia earned up to $68,000 in revenue per half acre, and researchers at Ohio State University’s Agricultural Research and Development Center estimate that community gardeners could gross up to $90,000 per acre by selecting the right crops and growing techniques. They can also save families money by supplying some or all of gardening families’ produce needs. For example, City Slicker Farms in Oakland, California, surveyed its backyard garden participants and found that 92 percent of the participants saved money because of their garden, and 62 percent grew half or more of their families’ produce in their gardens. Studies have estimated that a community garden can yield around $500 to $2,000 worth of produce per family a year, and that every $1 invested in a community garden plot yields around $6 worth of produce.

Gardening and agriculture are important for maintaining cultural traditions, especially in Native American and immigrant communities. Community gardening can provide an opportunity for maintaining historical customs, reconnecting youth to their heritage, and generating income. Gardening and agriculture are keystones in the Santee Sioux heritage, and a new collaborative gardening project in Santee, Nebraska, will help reestablish this fading tradition as well as stimulate critical economic, social, and health benefits for community members who are experiencing high rates of obesity, diabetes, and unemployment. Project components include assistance and training, farm-to-school, and entrepreneurship opportunities. This system builds the capacity of gardeners to earn a living and directly connects them with retail opportunities at schools and a weekly outdoor market. The market also serves as a venue for vendors selling crafts and other goods, and provides a critical community development launch pad by offering community members an accessible and inviting opportunity to earn supplemental income.

Another community garden achieving both economic and cultural gains is Nuestras Raíces (“Our Roots”) in Holyoke, Massachusetts. Nuestras currently manages nine community gardens and one youth garden, and helps the over 100 participating families rediscover their food culture by helping maintain the strong agricultural ties of the Puerto Rican immigrants who settled in Holyoke. In addition to the average of over $1,000 worth of produce that families produce annually, the gardening program also serves to develop general business skills. Beginning farmers go through an eight-week training to write a business plan before they rent plots. Youth can farm rent-free, and there is a designated youth farm and a program for youth to learn farming techniques from the elder Puerto Rican volunteers. Nuestras provides the La Finca farmers with small loans, trainings, shared resources, and marketing assistance, and then helps gardeners find land and capital to open their own farms. To date, Nuestras Raíces has assisted with the creation of some two dozen food and agriculture businesses estimated to have added an annual $2 million of economic activity to southern Holyoke. The gardening project not only directly generates healthy food and increased revenues, but prepares participants for even broader economic participation through green jobs training, environmental education, entrepreneurship, youth development, and leadership development.
Farmers’ Markets

Farmers’ markets are also an excellent “buy local” strategy since by their nature they create venues for farmers to sell locally grown food directly to consumers. In a previous section, the benefits of buying healthy foods from local corner stores were described. There are also added benefits of buying local foods directly from local farmers. A study in Michigan predicted significant economic stimulus from increasing purchasing of locally grown and raised food at farmers’ markets. Based on the projections of a new economic modeling tool, which takes into account the jobs farms would help generate across their communities by spending and investing their net incomes, it was estimated that tripling the amount of fresh produce that farmers sell directly to consumers could generate as many as 1,889 new jobs and $187 million in additional personal income. Farmers’ markets can serve to help build personal or family wealth by creating entrepreneurial opportunities for residents to sell their goods in a setting that requires very low start-up capital and can serve as a pathway to upward mobility. Communities also reap economic benefits from the presence of local small farms because farmers reinvest their money into local economies by purchasing feed, seed, and other materials from local businesses. In recent years there has been an explosion of interest in farmers’ markets across the country. The USDA Farmers Market Promotion Program—which offers grants to help improve and expand farmers’ markets and other direct producer-to-consumer market opportunities—is consistently oversubscribed, and the Senate Agriculture Committee’s version of the 2012 Farm Bill proposed doubling support for the program given the need and enormous public demand for markets.

Farmers’ markets can further realize economic gain by accepting SNAP, WIC, and other supplemental nutrition coupons and vouchers that allow low-income consumers to increase their purchasing power. The initial switch to utilizing SNAP through Electronic Benefits Transfers (EBT) created significant cost and technology hurdles. However, the USDA and a number of nonprofit and community-based organizations offer funding and training to address these challenges, and data show that the percent of transactions from EBT at farmers’ markets doubled—from seven to 14 percent—between 2005 and 2009. Additionally, there is overwhelming public support for these types of strategies that make produce more affordable and accessible to all Americans. A recent survey commissioned by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation found that three-quarters of Americans support a nationwide program to double the value of SNAP benefits when used at farmers’ markets.

Although rates of SNAP redemption are relatively low at farmers’ markets nationwide, redemption rates at farmers’ markets in Rhode Island are nearly four times the national average—representing an average of $143 in annual farmers’ markets purchases per Rhode Island SNAP consumer. The vast majority of the customers who visit the Broad Street Farmers’ Market in Providence, Rhode Island, every Saturday are low-income residents who depend on WIC, seniors’ vouchers, and SNAP to meet their food needs. Before Broad Street opened more than six years ago, neighborhood residents had only limited and expensive options for purchasing fruits and vegetables, and especially had difficulty finding foods that reflected their cultural traditions. Because of the market, the neighborhood has the third highest redemption of WIC vouchers in the state. In the summer of 2007, 75 percent of Broad Street’s sales came from WIC. Now, the market is focused on increasing the number of EBT customers, thanks to a recent grant that provided the funds to buy an EBT machine. To further increase their business, market staff members are offering nutrition classes and cookbooks to promote healthy food preparation and to encourage customers to return to the market.

In 2009, the Fair Food Network began a pilot project called Double Up Food Bucks in five Detroit farmers’ markets with the goals of increasing access to and affordability of healthy foods for low-income families, while simultaneously creating new sales opportunities for Michigan farmers. The initiative matches SNAP food assistance benefits spent at participating farmers’ markets dollar for dollar, up to $20. In 2010, the initiative officially launched at the original five markets and quickly expanded to three new markets. Between August
and October of 2010, Detroit Eastern Market experienced a 368 percent increase in food assistance buying power compared to the same period of 2009. Across all participating markets, a total of $203,451 in SNAP and Double Up Food Bucks tokens were redeemed during this period, with the money going directly in the pockets of Michigan growers and food businesses. The initiative had already grown to include 40 markets in the 2011 market season, and is expected to continue to grow in the coming years.\(^{83}\) Detroit is not alone in offering these types of incentives. Wholesome Wave—a national nonprofit dedicated to supporting small and midsize farms, and making fresh, healthy, locally grown fruits and vegetables available to all people, regardless of income—has expanded their Double Value Coupon Program to nearly 300 markets in 25 states and the District of Columbia.\(^{84}\)

**Impacts of Federal Nutrition Support on Local Economies**

The participants in the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) and The Special Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program for Women Infants and Children (WIC) are not the only ones who benefit from these programs. SNAP and WIC bring federal dollars into communities, produce specific economic benefits for individual stores, and bring broader economic stimulus across states, regions, and the nation. Every five dollars in new SNAP benefits generates nine dollars in total community spending.\(^{85}\) Additionally, on average, $1 billion of SNAP benefits generates anywhere from 8,900 to 17,900 full-time-equivalent jobs.\(^{86}\) In 2010, over $64 billion in SNAP benefits were redeemed at supermarkets, grocery stores, corner stores, farmers’ markets, and other food retail outlets.\(^{87}\) The availability of EBT infrastructure coupled with targeted outreach and education can serve to significantly increase SNAP redemption. In Rhode Island-based Greenmarkets, EBT expansion at farmers’ markets from three markets in 2005 to 40 markets in 2010 resulted in an increase in SNAP sales from $1,000 to over $500,000 in a five-year period.\(^{88}\)

The WIC program also generates substantial economic benefits. In 2008, retail sales of food in the WIC packages were estimated to be $4.6 billion after rebates; of this, farmers received nearly $1.3 billion from the sale of commodities used in the production of the WIC packages.\(^{89}\) WIC retail food sales production is also associated with an estimated 10,155 full-time-equivalent farm jobs.\(^{90}\) Since WIC packages include foods that families are likely to purchase even in the absence of the program, the actual net gain that can be attributed to the program is much less—in 2008 it was estimated to be closer to $331 million in sales and 2,640 jobs. WIC, however, is still a significant economic driver, especially in rural communities where these benefits are important to both the health and economic vitality of rural Americans, who are more likely to participate in federal nutrition programs.\(^{91,92}\)

**Regional Economies of Scale**

Considering how food access is tied to regional economic development allows for recognition of the role metropolitan development patterns play in either exacerbating or alleviating racial and economic disparities in income, wealth, health, and opportunity.

**Food Hubs**

Recently, regional food hubs have garnered attention as a key mechanism supporting the economic sustainability of small to medium-size local farms by providing centralized coordination of supply chain logistics such as aggregation, distribution, and marketing services.\(^{93}\) These services are critical for small-scale operations that cannot afford to operate on their own and may be limited by other resources such as refrigerated delivery trucks or knowing where to advertise and sell to potential customers. By coordinating both supply chain and buyer logistics, food hubs not only create and retain jobs (packaging and handling, delivery, farmers) but also generate regional economic revenue by increasing the capacity of local farms to reach a wider customer base. Communities benefit from increased access to fresh, healthy, locally sourced
foods, job opportunities, and reduced pollution and fuel dependence from more efficient transportation routes.

There are currently 177 known food hubs in the country, and continued rapid growth is expected. Although several food hubs are still ramping up, in general they have already shown immense potential for driving economic growth. In 2011, each food hub grossed nearly $1 million in annual sales on average, with many showing double- and even triple-digit annual sales growth. An Illinois report recently predicted that increasing consumption of Illinois-grown foods to 10 percent of the statewide total by 2020 and to 20 percent by 2030, would generate $20 to $30 billion in economic activity and thousands of new jobs in farming and the food industry each year. Another study in Iowa found a similar potential regional economic impact of increasing fresh fruit and vegetable production to meet local and regional demand in a 10-county region—almost $5 million in direct farm-level and retail sales, $1.75 million in labor income, and 29 more jobs for the region.

To demonstrate the powerful economic impacts of food hubs, a study of the 16-county Northeast Ohio region found that a 25 percent shift in local food production toward meeting local demand for food could create 27,664 new jobs, provide work for about one in eight unemployed residents, increase annual regional output by $4.2 billion, and expand state and local tax collections by $126 million. In Wisconsin, a food hub feasibility study estimated that a food hub operating at full capacity could create 400 jobs and inject an additional $60 million into the local economy.

Food hubs facilitate local food production, distribution, and consumption, which strengthen local and regional economies. In King County, Washington, a 20 percent shift toward local food spending was predicted to increase annual income by half a billion dollars locally, and nearly a billion in the broader region. The same shift in Detroit was projected to garner a similar increase: half a billion dollars in annual output, along with 4,700 new jobs, $125 million in increased earnings, and a nearly $20 million increase in tax revenues each year.

Food hubs can also provide economic benefits by reinvesting in the local community. Charlottesville Local Food Hub (LFH), a nonprofit model founded in 2009 with current profits of over $2 million, provides services for over 60 farms and has over 100 clients, including restaurants, grocery stores, senior centers, schools, and hospitals. LFH services assist in retaining more than 200 agricultural jobs. One of the participating farms, Partner Producers, reports that working with LFH led to an average 20 percent increase in sales, and 60 percent of participating farms now plan to increase food production. LFH also reinvested $600,000 in the local farming economy through equipment purchasing. In addition to these direct economic benefits, LFH aids in community development by partnering with hospitals, schools, and clubs to bring weekly food markets to low-income communities, providing a summer food program for youth, and donating to food banks. By involving youth in many of these efforts, LFH is also providing important job skills—preparing these youth to enter the workforce and increasing their potential to secure future earnings.

Common Market in the Delaware Valley is another food hub that is reaping economic rewards for local farmers and residents—including low-income people. Common Market connects wholesale customers to farmers in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware by aggregating food in their warehouse from about 100 regional producers and marketing and distributing locally grown fresh food to schools, hospitals, grocers, and workplaces. Through the economies of scale that Common Market can reach, it can lower the retail value of food for low-income consumers. Yet because the supply system is shortened in this regional model, transaction costs are lowered and farmers are still able to earn a reasonable income from the sale of their produce. In their first year, Common Market sold over $100,000 worth of food, and they were on track to do over $1 million in business in 2012.
Food hubs are gaining popularity across the country and are garnering attention from a variety of funding sources to help initiate start-up. For example, both the federal Healthy Food Financing Initiative and the national Convergence Partnership Innovation Fund\textsuperscript{104} have provided funding that has been leveraged to create the Northside Community Food Hub in Spartanburg, South Carolina. The hub is expected to create 23 new jobs—most of which will come directly from the Northside community, where nearly 64 percent of residents live below 200 percent of the federal poverty level.

Moreover, the regional coordination of food hubs results in a decrease in the number of miles that food travels from farm to table, thereby lowering transportation and oil consumption, which not only has environmental benefits, but has very real financial effects as well—as of 2008, 17 percent of all the energy used in the United States was devoted to our food supply, costing America $139 billion.\textsuperscript{105} Saving on transportation costs translates into dollars that can be allocated toward funding new innovative projects or existing safety net services.

It is worth noting that food hubs are a relatively new strategy developed specifically to benefit small and mid-sized producers. The primary requirement to be considered a food hub is the centralized coordination of supply chain logistics. Therefore, the economic impact of each hub varies significantly based on the size of the hub operation. This makes it difficult to provide uniform economic impact projections for hubs at a general level, necessitating assessment of each hub at an individual level. Furthermore, much of the current economic impact data for food hubs is based on forecasting models; the feasibility for a food hub to operate at the capacities predicted in these models remains to be seen, and heightens the importance of evaluating the actual economic impacts on these endeavors as they emerge. Despite these caveats, food hubs will likely prove to be especially important economic stimulants for smaller family farming operations in both rural and urban communities.

**Transportation Systems**

Agriculture/food systems and transportation systems are inextricably linked—food must be transported to retail outlets, consumers also need transportation systems to access food retailers, and food wastes must be transported out of communities after consumption. However, policies regulating the two systems often do not work in concert, and neither system typically does an adequate job of serving people who live in low-income households.\textsuperscript{106}

Because modern-day agriculture and transportation are highly energy intensive, when energy costs go up, food costs rise in a correspondingly dramatic fashion.\textsuperscript{107} The farther away food is sourced, the greater the potential for its contribution to negative health and economic impacts. Longer trips and sometimes multiple modes of transportation are necessary to import foods from distant markets, which lead to increased fuel costs and worsened air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions.\textsuperscript{108} Long distance imports can also edge smaller-scale farmers out of local market access.\textsuperscript{109} More regionalized food and transportation systems can decrease these negative environmental, health, and economic impacts.\textsuperscript{110} Regions with more equitable transportation systems are also regions that are more economically competitive.\textsuperscript{111} Targeted transportation investments can promote economic opportunity by improving linkages between housing, employment, retail, and social services; creating workforce strategies to ensure projects in the transportation sector are available for women and minority contractors; and encouraging affordable, high-density, mixed-use transit-oriented development.\textsuperscript{112} Strategies to regionalize the food system—including those described in this paper—can realize the economic benefits from both improved healthy food access and more efficient and effective transportation systems. While a shift toward sustainability and more local production could mean some gradual employment dislocation in the older forms of agribusiness and freight transportation, the long-term
economic and health advantages to communities appear to be worth the investment in the new forms of growing and distributing food.

Recommendations

Food retail is a multibillion dollar industry in the United States, and no matter how large, if not multinational, its corporations or systems of production and distribution may have become, many of the impacts of retailing and consumer spending are inevitably local. Indeed, two main trends that hold the promise of growth in positive community-level economic impacts emerged in this paper: recreating viable markets and healthier options in communities that have been left behind, and incentivizing greater local production and sustainability. Researchers and advocates can do more to bring awareness and recognition of the significant economic driver that healthy food retail can be for all communities—and especially those that lack access. In this period of innovation and experimentation, research can also provide an evidence base which can guide the design of programs. It will be critically important to evaluate the strategies associated with healthy food access to see the ways and the extent to which they bring added economic value to families and communities. The following recommendations reflect opportunities associated with understanding, promoting, and advancing the economic benefits of improved healthy food retail.

Broaden research about healthy food access to include economic benefits in addition to nutritional improvements. This paper has highlighted some compelling statistics and research regarding how improving healthy food access contributes to economic and community development. In general, however, the existing body of research about healthy food access has focused more on the nutritional consequences. Highlighting the economic impact of improved healthy food retail will showcase the broader impacts for neighborhood vitality, and may appeal to a broader spectrum of vested interests and garner wider support for improving local food environments.

As research on healthy eating takes on a more sustained and direct focus on issues of economic impact, it should take advantage of the current period of widespread and diverse innovations. Questions of “whether” or “why” better access to healthy foods would be a useful policy goal—beyond implications for health outcomes—can be answered by documentation and analysis of the local economic consequences of the efforts underway to promote access to healthy food. Additionally, many of the job creation numbers reported for the strategies described in this paper may actually represent substitutions, when viewed in the national perspective, rather than a net increase since more local production may result in less production and distribution from more distant locations. Further research should attempt to discern between economic stimulus versus substitution at the local, state, and national levels.

All of the healthy food access initiatives described in this paper have the potential to provide real health and economic benefits for communities that need them the most. However, absent the intentional inclusion of low-income people and communities of color in urban and rural areas, they could miss the mark. Initiatives should be designed with the input and inclusion of local voices and leadership, and evaluation should specifically monitor the outcomes for communities most in need. The federal and state initiatives described here offer tremendous opportunities for learning how projects and programs are operating and how they can be made as effective as possible, as well as for bringing this information to a broader audience. Individual and comparative case studies will be needed in order to appreciate the varied tactics and contexts in different communities, and data systems created about the new programs could be used to answer important questions about the economic viability of retailers, the benefits to consumers, and the direct and indirect consequences for neighborhoods.
Document and evaluate the implementation of the Healthy Food Financing Initiative and similar models at federal, state, and municipal levels. If the HFFI is included in the federal Farm Bill it may significantly strengthen nationwide efforts to remove barriers to having fresh and healthy foods available—particularly in low-income communities and communities of color. A number of states and some municipalities (such as New Orleans) have taken steps to replicate this model in order to help revitalize their communities by bringing in new, vibrant, healthy food retail and creating and preserving quality jobs for local residents. Most of the state programs—with the exception of California—are closely modeled after the Pennsylvania Fresh Food Financing Initiative; however, the federal programs are structured quite differently. These nuances present the opportunity to document the variations of the model and the contexts in which they are best suited. Opportunities will soon exist to compare programs and retailers that receive public funds with those that operate on philanthropic and private funding alone, as well as comparing financing and incentive programs, to determine if there are differences in approach and impact. Once programs are fully operational, their various components should be carefully documented through establishment of a rigorous database about the experiences of grantees and loan or tax credit recipients.

Track economic impacts of SNAP and WIC benefit redemption. These programs provide critical benefits to all community members—not just those enrolled in the program. Food retail outlets operate on a very small margin.\textsuperscript{114} The billions of federal dollars that flow into communities through SNAP and WIC help sustain their operations and create multiplier effects in communities of all income levels across the country.\textsuperscript{115} For farmers’ markets specifically, the USDA offers supplemental funds to provide free wireless EBT equipment and services, waive transaction fees, train workers to use the equipment, and promote the markets to SNAP recipients. The proliferation of these supports for small retailers should be tracked for their effect on the volume of sales and the efficiency of the operations.

Expand and document outcomes of initiatives that increase the spending power of low-income consumers to purchase healthy foods. Vouchers and other programs that increase the amount of money low-income families have to purchase healthy food provide economic benefit both for the families receiving assistance as well as the farmers and other retailers selling the foods, and ultimately for the entire community through multiplier effects. Documenting the outcomes of these initiatives can provide valuable information for replication of successful initiatives and build the case for dedicating additional funding to these types of efforts.

Learn from and replicate programs that provide job skills training and leadership development. A number of examples were provided in this report illustrating how urban agriculture, community gardening, and other healthy food access strategies incorporate employment opportunities, job training, and youth leadership development—experience and skills that transfer into increased economic productivity in other venues as well. Evidence of the employment outcomes of these social enterprises can inform the crafting of future programs. Many of the supermarket firms that have created new stores in low-income neighborhoods have made agreements with unions to get local residents into the company, and incentives for those types of practices should be broadly applied.

Encourage greater collaboration among local entities in understanding the possibilities of innovative food retail models to serve as economic development strategies. Local economic development agencies, workforce investment boards, community colleges, public health departments, and planning agencies should develop healthy food system plans that encourage economic development, job creation, and creative land use and redevelopment.
Further explore savings generated by local food production as it relates to transportation costs. This paper touched on the environmental and financial benefits of decreasing fuel dependence through decreased miles traveled in regional food economies, but significantly more attention should be paid to the economic impact of changes in transportation patterns due to food system shifts toward local or regional production, distribution, and purchasing—including all forms of transportation (automobile, transit, and pedestrian). For example, additional studies could be done about the economic impacts associated with increased foot traffic from stores or farmers’ markets.

Conclusion

For decades, both economic and social barriers to entry have prevented many healthy food retailers from entering the underserved communities that are most in need of the related economic impact that retailers bring. However, the tide is starting to turn as programs offering fresh food retail incentives (like healthy food financing initiatives), fresh food purchasing incentives (like the Double Up Food Bucks program), fresh food production incentives (like food hubs) and a host of other strategies, are providing the encouragement needed to overcome some of these historical barriers. Additionally, often these initiatives demonstrate positive economic impacts with just a small amount of initial seed capital. More established larger-scale enterprises have even proven to be profitable. For example, Jeff Brown, owner of the 10-store ShopRite regional supermarket chain based in Philadelphia, and one of the first recipients of financing through the Pennsylvania Fresh Food Financing Initiative, is recognizing the profitability of his stores—located in underinvested low-income communities and communities of color.

Increasing access to healthy food is not just a means for reaching improved health outcomes. Equally as important are the accompanying economic benefits—ranging from new jobs, wages, and tax revenues, to stimulating local economic activity and social cohesion in neighborhoods. The strategies highlighted in this paper have the potential to provide significant economic stimulus and community development, especially important during economic downturns. At a time when the country is barely out of a recession and when millions of people are still struggling to make ends meet, healthy food access is—and should continue to be—part of a variety of tactics for boosting economic and community vitality. Policy advocacy campaigns and research should focus on both the health and economic outcomes through the perspective of an equity framework.
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